Year 1 Maths
At Horbury Primary Academy we use the BIG MATHS programme. It is a daily sequential
programme of mental maths provision. All are taught in the same way, repeatedly, to embed these
fundamental skills. It is a whole school approach that is progressive, rigorous and fun. In
Reception your child will have followed Little Big Maths and now they are in Year 1 they will begin
with BIG MATHS. They are introduced to CLIC:
• Counting – a daily focus on counting in different ways with the Count Fourways character
• Learn Its - these are number facts that they will learn and become their ‘sticky knowledge’.
• It’s nothing new – this is where they apply the facts from counting and Learn its.
• Calculation – they are introduced to the different operations of addition, subtraction, multiplication
and division.
In Autumn 2 they will have weekly ‘Beat That’ tasks to assess their CLIC learning. The children’s
achievements are recorded and they try to beat their personal best. We will send home a copy of
the task for you to share with your child at home. In CLIC 4 the questions are all adult led.
1. Count from 50,51,52. Can they count on to 59?
2. Count from 35, 36, 37. Can they say the next 3 numbers?
3. Can they read the 2 digit numbers in the 10s pattern?
4. Can they read the random 2 digit numbers?
5. Can they count in 5s up to 25?
6. Can they count in 5s up to 50?
7. Can they count in 2s to 10?
8. Can they use ordinal language using objects (Point to first, second, third, last position)
9. Can they say the missing number bond to 10?
10. Can they count backwards from 20, 19, 18….

